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HOW THE "SCHELDT" GOT HOME

Following is the text of a broadcast by Alan Bell, in the

B.B.C. Home Service at about 6.15 p.m. tonight:-

This is the story of a Scottish engineer who, by skilfully nursing his

engines, brought his battered ship to port. It's a story that will never hit the

headlines -- a very minor action as things go at sea these days -- but it means

that a small coasting ship lives to carry on the fight against Hitler and all his

dirty works.

The engineer's name is N.M.Youngson, a grey-haired Scot over sixty years of

age. He's one of those quiet, blue-eyed men with a nice smile, and he's Chief

Engineer of the SCHELDT, a coaster of 496 tons. He and the Captain have been ship-

mates for nineteen years, and trust each other like brothers.

Not many days ago the little SCHELDT was pounding along at 10 knots. The

Chief was below in his cabin, listening with half an ear to his engines, turning a

sweet two-one-0 revolutions to the minute,

Suddenly, just outside his cabin, there was a rending explosion. A German

plane had sneaked up in the dusk and dropped a bomb.

That German aeroplane turned back for hone pouring black smoke, but mean-

while, the Chief was looking at the water pouring into his engine room through a

hole on the starboard side. He hurried on deck, grabbed a piece of wood, shaped it

as best he could, then drove it into the hole. It was a fairly tight fit, but

water still came in and mounted in the bilges.

The Chief put power on the ballast pump and found it hopelessly wrecked. The

General Service pump wouldn't work either. So he joined the pump to the main en-

gines and blanked off one flange. Then he told the Captain that if the ship
could be kept at full speed, the engine room could just keep pace with the incoming

water. To anchor was impossible, for once stopped the engines couldn't be set

turning again. Furthermore, if the engines stopped, the pump would stop too and

the ship would fill and go to the bottom.

Darkness had fallen, and to try to run into the nearest port -- a small and

tricky port -- without the help of lights was hopeless.

So the Captain and the Chief Engineer made up their minds to keep the ship

steaming throughout the night and get her into safety when daylight came -- if only
the engines could stand the strain.

The coaster was rolling sluggishly in a quarter sea, and water and oil were

sloshing and gurgling all over the engineroom, for the water had now risen over the

sump. Feeling his engines over with practised hands, the Chief's fingers suddenly

were blistered by hot metal. The thrust block was broken and the oil gone. Two

minutes more and the engines would have seized -- and that would have meant the end.

For the rest of that night the block was lubricated by hand every five minutes.

Daylight saw the SCHELDT off the roadstead of a western port, where she

signalled for a tug; but even as she waited she dared not stop her engines. Once

they stopped, down the ship would go, so she plugged round in circles till help came.

The tug arrived, the SCHELDT was safely beached for temporary repairs, and

then, and only then, did the Chief ask whether he could shut down his engines. He

was told that he could.

So Chief Engineer Youngson shut down his engines, threw himself on his cabin

settee, and next second was dead asleep. He was whacked, and the SCHELDT was safe.
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